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FEBRUARY MEETING 

Monday, February 4, 1963, at 8:15 PM. 
at the 

ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM 

DR ROY R LEMON, Associate Curator of Paleontology, 
Royal Ontario Museum 

EXTINCTION, - What are the conditions which determine the survival 
or extinction of natural species? A look at the past and at the 
factors and pressures of the present day, and consideration of 
man 1 s relationship to the ever-changing natural world , 
Illustrated with coloured slides. 
Sun, Feb . 10, 9:30 A.M . - Wilket Creek Park - Birds 
Meet at Par k entr ance on Leslie St., just north of Eglinton. 
Catch Eglinton East bus at Eglinton Subway Station; please check 
time of buses with T . T. C. , HU 7-2424 . Get off bus at Leslie St. 
Leader - Miss Mary Spiers. 
Sat., Feb . 23, 10 :00 A.M. - Greenwood Conservation Area - Birds . 
Take old hi ghway #2 to the eastern outskirts of Pickering. 
Turn north at 11 Greenwood Conservation Area 11 sign . Drive North 
approximately 4 miles. Meet at Park Entrance, Parking - 50¢ 
per car. Bring lunch , 
Leader - Mr. Donald Young . 
CHAIRMAN, Outings Committee - Miss R. Gaymer, WAlnut 5-1757. 
Meet on Thursday, Feb . 21, at 8 P .M in the library, Hodgson Public 
School, just east of Mt. Pleasant Rd. on Davisville Ave Mr. H. E . 
Reinke, Principal of High Park Forest School, will show his film
strip on Evergreens as well as his slides of the Common Wildflowers 
of Ontario. Everybody welcome: 

Secretary - Miss E. Lewis, HOward 5-3422 
The Junior Field Naturalists 1 Club will meet on Saturday, Feb. 2, 
at 10:00 A. M. in the Museum Theatre . The meeting will be in charge 
of the insect group. 

Director - Mr. R. MacLellan, HUdson 8-9346 
From time to time we hear the question, nWhy doesn 1 t the T .F.N.C . 
have a crest? 11 I f there is sufficiently strong and widespread 
interest among the membership) we will endeavour to make such a 
badge available . Please fill in the questionnaire below . 

President - Dr. David Hoeniger Secretary - Mrs . H. Robson 

To the Secretary, T .F .N, C., 
49 Craighurst Ave., 
Toronto 12, Ontario , 

49 Craighurst Ave . 
Toronto 12 (HU 1-0260) 

PIEASE MAIL BEFORE FEB . 4th, OR 
PLACE IN BOX ON SECRETARIAL DESK 
AT THE FEBRUARY MEETING 

I do ___ do not ___ think it desirable for the T.F.N . C. to adopt some 
distinctive emblem in the form of a crest ___ armband __ ~pin __ _ 
If such an emblem is made available at reasonable cost I would ---
would not ___ be likely to obtain one for myself . 
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Launching the New Year's bird list is as regular and recurrent a procedure 
amongst birdMatchers as is the taking of a Christmas census, if not as thoroughly 
organized. Indeed) any rare bir d that has managed to break into the Christmas count is 
virtually certain to be required to keep open house for the reception of birdwatching 
visitors on New Year's Day, And people with feeding stations that are frequented by 
unusual avians are bound to have more cars parked in front of their houses and to see 
more of their birding friends than on any other date in the year. To the ardent bird
watcher it would be a dereliction of duty not to have paid his greetings to the birds 
on January 1st. 

This New Year's Day the temperature stood at 8 above zero, and gusty breezes 
blew powdery snow off roadside banks in puffs as we started out, It was not a 
particularly promising day, but if the birder does not find the need of going out on 
this first day of the year quite as mand.atory as participation in the Christmas census 
count, which is taken regardless of weather, nevertheless, it would take extremely 
unfavorable conditions to keep the active birder ot home on this day, By the time 
Marshall Bartman and I had picked up our old birdinG friends, Henry and Margaret Marsh, 
and Mrs. Kay Ketchum and Mrs. Margaret Catto, there wus a hint of clearing and 
ameliorating weather. To the Marshes, of course, these wintry gusts were mildness 
itself, since Henry is now Bishop of tbe Yukon, and their home is at Whitehorse. 
I ndeed, a glance at the recor ded temperatures for that area on this date made one 
almost start looking for bananas in bloom in Toronto. 

However, it is still winter at 8 above, as we found when we reached our first 
stop at the north end of Gr enadier Pond. With the pond tightly frozen the only open 
water was the tiny stream that flows in at the head of the pond through a cattail marsh. 
Drainage waters help to keep this stream warm and open in almost any weather. Today, as 
we shivered on the overlooking westerly bank of the marsh, we saw an astonishing and 
rather pitiable sight; the tiny brook in both its branches was solidly packed with 
ducks, so tightly squeezed together that i t would have been possible to walk across 
their backs dry-shod! Sardines could hardly have been packed in closer together. 
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Occasionally, one would shoot up and go a little way to resettle: how this was managed 
without the flyer scratching the feathers off the backs of its neighbors in taking off, 
or without thrusting some companion underneath in order to make a landing :;_s an unsolved 
mystery. This was togetherness in a massive way. Later, we found that there were some 
other open bits of water along the waterfront but perhaps this stream is favored as 
being warmer because of the drainage, and as beir..g somewhat more sheltered than the 
wind-swept spaces behind the breakwalls. All the ducks were mallards and blacks, but 
lording it over them was a really q_ueer bird. Ste.nding on top of a bit of debris, 
notably larger than any of the d.ucks, was a robust, brownish bird, its wings heavily 
edged in white, its legs vividly pink, with a pinkish bill, white forehead and black 
patches like a mask over the eyes, From its sides and even on top of its head 
glistened flecks of frost and icicles. His Majesty, the Spirit of Winter, among the 
ducks? No, only a sad Egyptian goose, far, far from home. I gather from other observers 
that this bird has been wandering in the Toronto region for over a year. Doubtless an 
escaped bird from some aviary, no one seems really to know where it began its trek, Nor 
can anyone explain why it chooses to stay in this frigid clime. Perhaps it simply likes 
to lord it over the plebeian mailards and blacks; or maybe it yearns for company and 
this is the best it has been able to find, Too bad we can 1 t count such an exotic on our 
list but since he 1 s an unlanded immigrant we 1 11 have to have him remarked but unlisted, 

Sunnyside we found mostly frozen with grey ice cloaking the breakwalls as well 
as paving the water inside. Here and there a few gulls dotted the icy walls, while 
in some favored spots several clustered together. In such groups there was almost 
always one or two grea·c black-backs, their jet backs standing out amid the paler 
herring gulls. Over the walls we could catch glimpses of the open lake where, one by 
one1 we caught sight of the regular winter ducks--old squaw, bufflehead, goldeneye, 
greater scaup. A great raft of the last-named were sitting close in to the breakwall 
facing the lake and could be seen only from one angle on the beach: possibly they 
derived both shelter and some warmth from this situation as the sun was shining 
directly on this face of the wall, and the l ocation would be comparable to a south
facing house wall where sparrows and sterlings seek solace on such a wintry day. 
Other ducks and gulls we discovered massed in the open stretch of water in front of the 
Boulevard Club. This bit of water is nearly always open in winter, and so is a refuge 
for many birds , Here it was that we spied two canvasbacks, their silvery backs and 
red heads shimmering in the sunlight as they fed along the edge of the ice. They had 
been seen on the census, and doubtless will remain hereabouts all winter, ice 
permitting. In recent years always a rare bird at Toronto, and all the more so now 
that this species has suffered so drastic a decline, this sight was one to please any 
Toronto birder. 

Port Credit was our next stop, and there we paid a visit to the McDougalls' 
feeding station where among the throng of chickadees) juncoes, pheasants, and suburban 
sparrows we saw a resplendent red-backed junco. The Starch Plant cove gave us another 
crowd of greater scaup amongst which Henry spotted five common mergansers, another 
regular winter duck. 

At Lorne Park, where we had the address of another distinguished bird, we spent 
our lunch hour and more too, mostly waiting for the bird to arrive at a feeding station. 
Juncoes, chickadees, white-breasted nuthatch, downy woodpeckers and squirrels 
entertained us at the feeder but not the bird we sought. Comfortably and hospitably 
housed it was a pleasant wait for us, punctuated with many false starts and half
exclamations as one bird after another darted in to raise and then to dampen our 
expectations. Lunch over, we wandered through the glowing red pines of the park, 
warmly rufous in the brilliant sun. The wind had died down and it was now a perfect 
winter 1 s day. That is, it would be if we could find that bird. We tried another 
feeding station; a crowd of sparrows flew up . We called and called in what we thought 



was persuasive avian tongue, No response. We wandered about and came back and tried 
again--and this time away off in the evergreens came a responding call, but no bird. A 
record, yes: but not satisfactory. Some of us walked to the lake, and suddenly there 
by the last tree on the bluff up flew some tree sparrows and with them two of the birds 
we sought. Still not satisfactory, for only three of us had seen them, the others in 
the party were merely chagrined when we let out the news. By this time a number of 
other birders had arrived near the first feeding station. We had just finished 
directing these seekers to the lakeshore when the lady of the house appeared at her door 
calling that the birds had arrived. Everyone turned and hurried in towards t he house, 
cautiously watching the feeders. Only juncoes in sight . Ah, but over our heads came 
the familiar high-pitched calls, Then, juncoes out of the way, down came our long
sought bird, the tufted titmouse. Soon there was another and another, and finally a 
fourth--four tufted titmice for our New Year 1 s Day. Greetings to one of the rarest 
birds in the region, a southerner braving the northern winter and surviving, thanks to 
the largesse of the feeders. Our long wait and hunt had been crowned with success, all 
the more pi~uant that it didn't come so easily. 

A red-tailed hawk gliding above the pines at Lorne Park reminded us that we had 
some other birds on our itinerary so away we went to seek them out. Now it was through 
the fields and along back roads north of Clarkson and Oakville that we drove, always 
keeping an eye on tree-tops, fence posts, haypiles and the like, all places where 
predators might be keeping a watch. Three times going up the 5th line we spotted big 
hawks sitting in such places, white-bellied with a black chain across their paunch; as 
Henry said, "like an over-sized Canada warbler". More redtails these. Then at the 
corner of this road and the Base Line we stopped. We had "information" or a "hot tip" 
about this spot. Looking around we couldn 1 t see the bird we sought but in the looking 
I did sight a big northern shrike teetering on a telephone wire, only during the moment 
that I turned to tell the others it disappeared. We never did refind it but again 
while looking we turned up another very good bird, a rough-legged hawk which Henry saw 
just dropping out of a large oak tree in the field. The special bird we did not find; 
yet, how could we complain. 

Westward along the Base Line we drove, and now we put up hawk after hawk--redtails , 
sparrow hawks, and finally a roughleg so black in plumage that, until it took off over 
the field, it looked more like a raven than a hawk, It was interesting to note that a 
jack rabbit raced across this same field as this hawk was in the air, along with three 
redtails, and not a single one paid the least attention. No doubt the hare was too 
large game, their preferred fare being mice. And these unkempt, weedy fields are 
crammed with field-mice, hence the many predators. The drive along this road from hawk 
to hawk reached its objective just beyond the 9th line where in a field to the north we 
saw several cream-white and golden-brown birds rocking over the snowy pasture like huge 
moths,--short-eared owls. Soon we saw more sitting on fence posts and among some little 
evergreens . Probably there were others hidden away; we were l ooking at eleven of the 
lovely creatures. These owls are almost as visible in the daytime as are the hawks we 
had been counting along the way for they are diurnal hunters as much as nocturnal. 
Indeed, we saw one of the owls swish suddenly to the ground, talons extended, as it 
tried for a mouse, though, as frequently happens, it failed to make the catch. 

With the sight of the short-eared owls we turned back and had hardly begun our 
return when a bird dipping across a field caused us again to halt, As it reached the 
road the sun caught the underwings and sent a golden-yellow hue flashing back. Our 
bird was no less than a flicker, one of our own summerers choosing to spend the wi nter 
in this snowy land. This bird, added to more hawks and a couple of long-eared owls that 
we detected in a little evergreen grove, made us feel that our day's jaunt had come to 
a fitting close. Only it hadn't; an even more fitting end awaited. 



We did not know this, of course. We had rather given up that special bird we'd 
been told about up this way. And we weren't worrying about it really for we had had a 
very good day as it was. However, what birder is ever satisfied, especially one out on 
a New Year's count. Still bowl ing along the Base Line eastward we came to another 
snowy field where I abruptly called a hal t, What I had seen was two men standing beside 
a 400-millimeter telescopi c lens mount ed on a camera tripod. Now what would two 
photographers be standing around in a snowy field with high-powered equipment for? And 
why should two more be carefully crossing the field with another camera at the ready? 
Why, naturally, they had discovered that hawk owl we'd been looking for ourselves. Sure 
enough. When we got out and asked the nearer photographers they said, matter-of-factly, 
"The owl's over there on top of t hat telephone pole." When we l ooked we couldn't see 
the owl at first, but we did spy another photographer crouched with his sitter in the 
snow, camera aimed at the top of the pole. 'rhe photographer sai d, rat her disgustedly, 
"Oh, you can walk right over to the pole, That owl won't budge if you climb up." By 
this time two more carloads of birders had arrived. We drove in to the field. Two 
girls on horseback came, and rode to the pole. We walked over too. The hawk owl which 
was comfortably perched in a holl ow at the top of the pole) and which was so like an 
extension of the pole that it was hard to see, nearly waggled its head off trying to 
keep track of all the people that were converging on its perch. Obviously reluctant to 
move, it was getting a bit nervous. The reason for the reluctance was revealed when it 
lifted one foot, showing a fat field mouse in its talons. We all had superb looks at 
this bird before it final l y dec i ded such close inspection was too much and dove off the 
pole. Still, it was not really alarmed for it merely glided over the field to a large 
hawthorn and alighted there. Immediately, the photographers with the big lens went into 
action. "Come, 11 shouted one, "this is what we want." This ardent picturetaker had 
already, over a period of several visits, taken 36 pictures of this bird but he was 
after still more. We left him to it, and hoped the bird would not be scared away by 
too much attention. Since it has been in this area, we found, for three or four weeks, 
it probably was able to take it and remain to be seen by others. 

Now we were at the end of our day's run. We had seen thi.rty-two kinds of birds, 
some common, some rare. What more fitting close could be devised than the sight of a 
hawk owl, a great rarity in Toronto, a common bird of the Yukon. The Bishop and his 
wife were perhaps reminded when they saw this owl of what they had seen before they 
"came out", and of what they would see when they "went back in". But when they see 
again the familiar hawk owl in the Yukon they will remember this beautiful New Year's 
Day, and they will be reminded, as will we all at each renewed sight of this bird, that 
birders everywhere are a fraternal order, held together in winged bonds, from Toronto 
to Whitehorse and far beyond, 

XX X XX X X X X 

In view of our recent Christmas celebrations readers of this Newsletter may be 
interested in the following informative arti cle on the poinsettia which appeared as 
Nature Bulletin No, 699 of the Forest Preserve District of Cook County, Illinois, 

Poinsettia, The Christmas Plant 

Christmas is a day of family gatherings. In each home they have their own 
traditional customs, Some of us cherish those that are peculiar to the region where we 
were children, or the land from whence our forefathers came. Most of us have also 
adopted customs--such as decorating with holly and mistletoe--that stem from ancient 
pagan ceremonies or festivals but have lost their original significance. There are many 
myths and legends about the origin of our yuletide customs ..•. 
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In this country most families have a Christmas tree, a custom that was introduced 
from Germany by Hessian troops in the British army during the Revolutionary War. It 
prevails in Britain and most of northern Europe but is unusual in Italy, Spain and Latin 
America. There, the symbol of Christmas and heart of the celebration in a home is not 
an evergreen tree but a miniature reproduction of the stable and manger where Christ was 
born. 

In France that is the creche, in Italy it is the presepi.9., and in Spain and Latin 
America the nacimiento. This beautiful custom is said to have been originated, using 
real people and animals, by Saint Francis at Assisi on Christmas Eve in A.D. 1224. In 
Mexico, at every church and chapel on Christmas Eve, the people come to decorate the 
nacimiento with flowers--especially poinsettia--and they have a charming legend about 
that plant. 

Cuernavaca is an ancient town about 47 miles south of Mexico City. There they say 
that once upon a time a child grieved because she had no flowers to take to the manger 
of the Nativity. As she cried, an angel appeared and said: "Lovely child, weep no more. 
Go pluck a weed from the roadside, bring it to the altar, and wait." The little girl 
arose, did as the angel had commanded, and when she had placed her weed before the altar 
it was transformed into a tall beautiful plant bearing a whorl of brilliant scarlet 
flowers at the top. That is why the poinsettia is prized above all Mexican flowers at 
Christmas. 

The poinsettia has become our favorite Christmas flower, too. At this time of 
year, conservatories exhibit thousands of the scarlet, pink, white and perhaps yellow 
varieties of this unique plant and people display them in their homes. They enjoy the 
vivid colors and regard the poinsettia almost as much a symbol of Christmas as the 
Christmas tree. 

It is named for Joel Roberts Poinsett of South Carolina who, after being 
appointed the first U.S. minister to Mexico in 1825, saw it growing there as a roadside 
weed and brought the first plant to our country. 

Actually, what you admire is not a flower but a colorful whorl of modified leaves 
surrounding a cluster of greenish flowers too small to be noticeable. The true flowers 
are like little vases no larger than a pea, and on its side each has a yellow cup, a 
gland, brimming with glistening sticky nectar that, if you taste it, is as sweet as 
honey. Each vase is filled with a bunch of stamens from which projects a typical pistil 
that bears a tiny seed pod on its tip. 

Those peculiar flowers have no petals nor sepals and are typical of one of the 
most important families, commercially, in the plant kingdom: the Spurges--about 4000 
species of herbs, shrubs and trees. Most of them have milky juice and in many it is 
acrid and poisonous. It includes the rubber trees, the manioc or cassava from which 
tapioca is made, the castor bean and croton plants producing oils that are powerful 
purges, and 22 species growing in Cook county, including Snow-on-the-mountain. 

"And so it was, that in the fourth century of our time, Pope Julius I established 
the Festival at Rome on December 25 which is our Christmas Day." 

XX X XX X XX X 
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The Nightshade Family 

by Dr. Fletcher Sharp 

The nightshade family, which is known botanically as Solanaceae, has probably 
the greatest collection of poisons and foods of any family in the plant kingdom. So 
when I think of it my mind wanders over the following well-known plants: potato, 
tobacco, tomato and red pepper, as well as those very useful but poisonous drugs, 
belladonna (atropine), hyoscine, hyoscyamus and stramonium. There is a large stand of 
jimsonweed (stramonium) growing wild around a barnyard on the Don Mills road. Every
where one sees the solanums, Dulcamara and nigrum, growing. They are supposed to be 
poisonous, and probably are to some people,but I have seen a friend of mine, on a dare, 
put the red berries in his mouth and eat them. To this family, also, belongs the 
ubi~uitous petunia which came originally from Argentine, the Chinese lanterns, and 
nicotine. 

Now this family did not amount to much until Columbus discovered America where 
the Spaniards found for the first time potatoes, tomatoes and tobacco growing. They 
saw the natives smoking dried leaves in a gaget or pipe, which they called a tobac. 
The Spaniards, however, called the dried leaves tobacco instead of the pipe. Tobacco 
has gone a long way since then to become a billion dollar industry and the most 
commonly used habit-forming drug in the world, We are only now discovering the damage 
it does to the lungs and the arteries of the heart. On the other hand they also 
found the potato in Peru and Central America, although much sn~ller than the beautiful 
specimens we see in our markets today. The potato has more than done its share in 
feeding the hungry nations of the world. It is said to have doubled the population of 
Ireland in a century, and then in one year when the potato crop failed a million 
Irishmen starved to death. It should be remembered that potatoes with green skins can 
be very poisonous. This is due to the sun irritating the skin of the tuber where it 
is not completely covered with soil, The green is chlorophyll laid down as a 
protection, but at the same time the alkaloid solanum is deposited. Tomatoes and red 
peppers were also discovered at the same time, and when they were brought to Canada our 
pioneer ancestors thought them poisonous, because they belonged to the deadly nightshade 
family. 

The typical flower of this family has a five-lobed corolla, five stamens and a 
pistil, Leaves are alternate and viscid-pubescent, Crush a native physalis, petunia 
or nicotine flower in your hand and you will get that peculiar soft wet sensation that 
will always remind you of the nightshade family. 

XX X XX X XX X 

Bird Sanctuary on a SM.p Mrs. J. C. West brings the following interesting news item 
to our attention. It appeared recently in the Christian Science Monitor. 

"Because birds flying across the considerable expanse of the Great Lakes need 
places for temporary stops, Second Mate J.P. Perkins of the Sewell Avery decided to 
provide them with a floating 'forest'. 

His kind provision has been a great success, More than 200 species have used-
'Perkins National Forest'--which in summer consists of two willow trees planted in 
buckets and evergreens in spring and fall--on the deck of the iron-ore carrier. 

The birds prefer alighting in this bit of greenery to other parts of the ship, 
and make stops to rest in the potted trees, 

Perkins has derived a great deal of pleasure from his hobby. 
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He uses a movie camera to take pictures of the visiting birds, and has identified 18 
flyways used by migrating birds on the Great Lakes. 

However, birds are not the only ones to benefit, for his shipboard bird sanctuary 
is popular with birds and people alike. Many other sailors have become interested in 
birds from associating with Perkins and from watching his feathered visitors." 

X X X XX X XX X 

Duck for Dinner? This extraordinary account appears in the September 30, 1962 issue of 
The North Queensland Naturalist under the heading, A Sequence of Events, by Irene Mears. 

"A few years ago I was staying with friends at Mackay. The bathroom was being 
rebuilt and during the process we had to use an old and rather dark temporary bathroom. 
As I entered it one evening, switching the light on I was ,just in time to see a large 
tarantula spider pounce on a large brown cockroach. The spider sat there proudly with 
the cockroach sideways across its mouth but its triumph was short-lived for a large 
green frog sprang from a corner and in a second had eaten the two right up. 

Next day I noticed at the end of the yard several ducks and some noise. To my 
astonishment I saw an extra large clear white duck with her neck outstretched and 
swallowing violently, and dangling from her mouth the protesting hind legs and half the 
body of the green frog. Even as I watched an extra large swallow made the whole frog 
disappear down the duck's neck. I could not help pondering how each living thing in 
turn seems t o become food for some other living creature. 

Two days later was Sunday and the duck was killed and provided the Sunday dinner, 
so one could say from cockroach to spider to frog to duck to man. I do not care for 
duck much." 

XX X XX X X X X 

NOTE: Towards the middle of February is the time to expect the horned larks returning. 
It is also the period,--from then for the next three or four weeks--, when you 

may hope to see flocks of snow buntings, and possibly Lapland longspurs. Open country, 
edges of roads, golf courses, weedy pastures, and especially newly-manured fields, are 
the best places to look for such birds, Route 50 north from No. 7 to No. 9 is often a 
good run for them but other roads of this character may prove equally profitable, 

CORRECTION. The strawberry blite (Chenopodium capitatum) which we reported as being in 
bloom near Paudash Lake on November 3 (Newsletter No. 191, p. 5) was, in 

fact, in fruit, not in bloom. The flowers are inconspicuous and greenish whereas the 
fruit is "bright red11

, "commonly enlarged and fleshy". These brilliant red fruiting 
spikes are very striking and showy, and commonly mistaken for flowers. I fear that I 
fell into that error, and I thank the acute botanist who noted this and wrote to put me 
right. For description of the species see Gray1 s Manual of Botany ( 8th edition), 
p. 596, and the New Britton and Brown Illustrated Flora • . • , II, p. 92. 

R. M. Saunders, 

Editor. 
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